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That's why I sing songs, mostly for lovers; this one is just for you.

The night is mostly for lovers, for

But mostly for dreamers and lovers; mostly for dreamers and lovers; But mostly for dreamers and lovers; But mostly for

you and me, for you and me. The moon shines for you and me. For you and me, for you and me.

brightly for others, nightly for others.

Moon shines for others; Ow! nightly for others; Ow!

others; But somehow they just don't see.

They just don't see. There may be lips that are willing; and I've kissed a few. But how much more thrilling, since I've kissed, I've kissed a few, a few. But how much more thrilling, since I've kissed, I've kissed a few, a few, a few; that's why I sing songs for found, I've found love that's true. That's why I sing songs for found, I've found love that's true. That's why I sing songs for found, I've found love that's true. That's why I sing songs for
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lovers, mostly for lovers; But
lovers, mostly for lovers; But
lovers, Ow! mostly for lovers; But
lovers, Ow! mostly for lovers; But
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1. this one is just for you!
this one is just for you!
this one is just for you,
this one is just for you,
this one is just for you,
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2. movers, mostly for movers; But
movers, mostly for lovers; But
movers, Ow! mostly for lovers; But
movers, Ow! mostly for lovers; But
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The night is
The night is
you! The night is
you! The night is
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is just for you!
is just for you!
is just for you!
is just for you!
is just for you!
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